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Uncommon-Sense: Creating
Common Sense in Safety
Ramiero Leon
Exceeded expectations. Appreciated the “street level reality” of presentation. Strong
background established credibility.
Good energy.
Energetic as always. Great message on leadership and training with the location.
Ramiero is knowledgeable and gave some good ideas; would like more new ideas.
Ramiero is great. Hard to get such a large class to participate. Maybe run the class
twice to get smaller group.
Ramiero did a fantastic job communication how to help reinforce quality training and
changing the culture. I handle the safety trainings for new hires, so this info was crucial
to improve – great job.
Thank you! (3)
Good information! Great building block!
Great session. Very good information to take back to the front line. Very good speaker.
Thank you for keeping it real. Using phrases that makes HR cringe makes me smile.
Speaker very audience engaged. Maybe training more generalized and less industry
specific. Thank you! (2)
Nice presentation style.
Great speaker – Very knowledgeable, courteous, friendly.
Did not lose focus and had great examples. Perhaps had examples for different work
environments such as office, retail, food chains, etc.
Great job! (3)
Energetic and enthusiastic presentation. (3)
Awesome class! Thank you. (2)
Great class. Need more jokes, LOL. Thanks, great job.
Ramiero was dynamic and engaging. I love his passion coupled with a real and practical
approach. I would add a pre-step 1 – Partner with HE to develop the training plan.
Ramiero is well-spoken.

Liked the focus on new employee orientations. Would also like insights on getting
supervisors delivering the same message.
Ramiero was an excellent speaker and kept us all interested and involved. Great
session!!!
Great presentation and real world application about how to orient new hires and
implement follow-up to create a good safety culture.
Excellent class. Many thanks for the resources and PowerPoint slides.
Was willing to get feedback from class. Made things clear and explained the whys.
Made it clear our employees are and asset by investing in them.
Like the high energy and passion for safety. (2)
Loved this class and have several new ideas and approached to “common sense”.
Great job!
Very engaging.
He was good!
Ramiero is a rock star. Engages the crowd and breaks things down to a very basic easy
to understand level. Keeps people on the edge of their seats. I think he would make an
awesome keynote speaker.
Loved the energy!
Great speaker, good with connecting to audience.
Did very well. Down to earth and to the point.
So many real-life examples and knowledge. Great tone and energy.
I enjoyed the information regarding building champions and peers to help with the
culture.
Very interactive and informative, engaging and knowledgeable.
Loved this topic. Every manager needs this training.
Ramiero did a great job. Understands basic issues.
Great presentation. (2)
Ramiero’s knowledge of the subject was excellent’ but two things he did that really
made the session superior were his passion for the subject and his clear, concrete
delivery of it. Also, he kept it truly interactive.
Love Ramiero – so down to earth – so understanding. Shared several great nuggets.

